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Abstract: This presentation outlines a system that subdivides the Earth into a hierarchy
of increasingly finer-scale ecosystems that can serve as a uniform framework for
ecological analysis and management. The system consists of a three-part, nested
hierarchy of ecosystem units and associated mapping criteria. Delineating units involves
identifying the environmental factors controlling the spatial geography of ecosystems at
the various levels and drawing boundaries where they change significantly. Macroscale
units (ecoregions) are climatically controlled and delineated as Koppen-Trewartha
climate zones. Nested within these are landscape mosaics, the mesoscale units,
controlled by landform and delineated by Hammond’s landform regions. As the
microscale are individual sites, controlled by topographically determined topoclimate and
soil moisture regimes.
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To manage ecosystems we need to know three things: what kinds we have, how they
work, and how they are distributed. This presentation addresses …
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Ecosystem management planning deals with productivity systems … extract a product
jointly… optimal land use must be consistent with sustainability … predicting effects
essential to assessment of optimal.
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Predicting effects requires a knowledge of process … process controlled by structure …
making predictions requires information about structure and spatial variation … requires
identification of boundaries where structure changes.
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The first kind of structure is vertical
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… that is, how components (including aquatics) are integrated at a site
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Setting boundaries involves partitioning the landscape where structure changes.
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Horizontal structure must also be considered as ecosystem are nested or reside within …
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… with boundaries that are open and permeable allowing transfer of energy and material.
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Because sites are not isolated, altering a site … therefore, …
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There is need to subdivide the landscape into system of different size because (1) systems
are linked to form larger, (2) larger environment of small, therefore, alteration of larger
may affect smaller, (3) analyze cumulative effects.
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Not just National Forest land.
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Must consider how geographically related ecosystems are linked to form larger system.
Problem: ecosystems related by geography are not necessarily related by taxonomic
properties.
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Such are spruce forests and glacially scoured lakes = single system, linked by flows of
water and nutrients through podzolized soils toward oligotropic lakes … not terrestrial or
aquatic, but geographic units.
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Large ecosystem are patterns of linked smaller system … schemes for recognizing
geographic patterns in ecosystem at varying scales in a hierarchy have been proposed.
The purpose of this presentation is to explain the logic and criteria for mapping such
units.
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In the Mojave Desert, the ecoregion is represented by mosaic of ranges and basins, the
landscape by components of the mosaic—ranges or basins, the site by individual slopes
within the ranges
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The question of boundary criteria
The fundamental question facing all ecological land mappers is: how are the boundaries
of different size systems to be determined?
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To screen out the effects of disturbance or succession, they should be based on factors
important in controlling (or causing) the ecosystem pattern at varying scales rather than
what is there now so that permanent boundaries can be identified to allow ecosystem to
be recognized regardless of …
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To show links between systems, and establish an hierarchy, they should be based on
attributes common to all levels
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By this approach, we come naturally to climate …
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Climate, as a source of energy and water, acts as the primary control for ecosystem
distribution … climate is modified by landform … with soil, and biota as results. So
climate acts as the primary control—as it changes, the other components change in
response … as a result, ecosystems of different climates differ significantly.
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These differences are a result of factors that control climatic regime (i.e., seasonality of
temp-yellow and precip-blue) e.g., rainforest lack periodicity; mid-latitude steppes have
seasons. As the climate changes, so does
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… the hydrologic
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And erosion cycles; (contrast the angularity of arid-land topography of the Colorado
Plateau with the rounded slopes of the humid Blue Ridge Mountains)
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… and the life cycles of the biota
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Controls over the climatic effect change with scale.
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Climatic differences can be distinguished on a series of levels or scales; e.g., we can
detect air temperature differences over 10,000 km on a global level (latitude) and over a
few hundred meters in mountain areas.
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Controlling factors and scale

The question of boundary criteria involves the understanding of these controlling factors
on a scale related basis.
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Controlling Factors and Scale
At the macroscale the ecosystem patterns are controlled by macroclimate related to
several factors, the first being latitude …
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The primary control of climate at the global level is latitude … solar radiation decreases
from equator to pole due to: angle of incidence, effective thickness of atmosphere
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This creates roughly east-west belts called zones. The boundaries of these zones are
determined by thermal limits for plant growth.
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Precipitation and runoff also follow a zonal pattern, decreasing with latitude
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The dry zones are controlled by the subtropical high-pressure cells
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At this scale, patterns are also controlled by proximity to sea
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At any given latitude the summers are hotter and the winters colder over the land …
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The distribution of land and sea complicates precipitation patterns … less over margins
of continents bathed by cold water.
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The dry zone (too dry for trees) that is controlled by subtropical high-pressure cell is
shifted to the west side of the continents adjacent to these cold ocean currents. [Can’t
understand continents without oceans]
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By combining the thermally defined zones with the moisture zones we produce four ecoclimatic zones
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Within each of these zones there are one or more climatic gradients, e.g., within the
Humid Tropical zone, rainforest with year-round precipitation can be distinguished from
savannas with seasonal
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Thus, we can subdivide the Humid Tropical zone, based on moisture distribution … other
zones can be subdivided similarly
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It is possible to subdivide zones into finer units, e.g., vegetation of savanna highly
differentiated into plant formation related to variation in length of the dry season.
[Landscape type in Atlas Mira]
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Lastly, macroclimate is related to altitude
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Highlands extending into the atmosphere encounter colder temperatures depending on
latitude
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Every mountain within a zone has a typical sequence of altitudinal belts that differ
according to latitudinal zone …
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Where a mountain occurs in two different zones it produces different vertical zonation
patterns. The Rocky Mountains, for example, has this sequence
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In summary, principal regional divisions (domains and divisions) are based on ecoclimatic zones … zones subdivided on basis of macro features of vegetation (more
refined climate), highlands are distinguished according …
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This illustrates the use of these criteria
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I have used them to map ecoregions of the US …
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And the world’s continents
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And oceans
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At the mesoscale the broad patterns are broken up by geology and landform
(topography). Landform modifies climate at all scales within macroclimatic zones and
provides a basis for further differentiation of ecosystems, the landscape mosaics
mentioned earlier.
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The character of landscape mosaics with identical geology will vary by the climate zone.
For example, vertical limestone would form quite different landscapes in a subarctic
climate than in hot and arid climates.
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Landforms come in all shapes and scales. On a continental scale within the same
macroclimate, we commonly find several broad-scale landform patterns that break up the
zonal pattern. Hamond’s landform classification (based on surface geometry) illustrates
the results of this effect on zonal climate.
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Mediterranean Sea

Source:
Thrower and
Bradbury 1973

Sub-tropical Dry Summer

This map shows how these classes are distributed in the subtropical dry summer zone in
the Mediterranean region.
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Effect of
landform on
site patterns

Idaho
Mountains

Yellowstone
Plateau

According to the way it breaks up the zonal climate, a landform unit consists of different
ecosystem patterns. For example, the Idaho Mountains (top) and Yellowstone Plateau are
both highlands in a temperate steppe climate. This image show how these different
landforms in the same climate affect site patterns.
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Geologic factors may modify ecosystem boundaries. In the Baltic region, owing to the
widespread distribution of carbonate rocks (which favors the growth of mixed forests),
the northern boundary of the mixed forest zone is displaced far to the north of its
theoretical position. Thus, the line dividing different kinds of rock constitutes an
important ecological boundary.
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Levels of landform differentiation:

We can consider landscape mosaics, or subecoregions, at three levels. At the highest
level, major landform differences result from the overall shape of the surface.
Hammond’s landform classification is useful in determining the limits of various
mesoscale systems.
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The next scale of landforms reflects differences in lithology within the overall shape.
This can be illustrated by considering the Wind River Range in Wyoming. The area is a
high, 4,200 m (13,800 ft.) mountain, in the temperate-steppe climatic regime.
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On the southwest side of the mountains, erosion has exposed a Precambian granitic core.
On the northeast side, exposed Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks dip steeply to the northeast.
These latter rocks, of varying degree of erosivity, form a broad band along the northeast
side of the range. Each of the rock types form a different landscape mosaic.
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Within a uniform geologic base, macrorelief and climate, there may exist mesorelief
features that produce variation in local climate and microclimate. Sites, elsewhere
defined as "land types" (Ecomap 1993), are formed within the limits of a single type of
mesorelief. Geographic associations of site units form the most detailed level of a
hierarchy of landscape mosaics. Landscapes at this landscape-mosaic level consist of a
pattern (catena or association) of local ecosystems matched to the sequence of
topographic facets. An example of such a landform-vegetation-soil catena is from the
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low-subarctic ecoregion of Canada, which is part of the Precambrian crystalline shield
whose surface is mantled by various kinds of fluvioglacial deposits.
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Another example is shown by the montane zone of the Southern Rocky Mountains.
Altitudinal limits of the zone are determined by climate, whereas different patterns of
site-specific ecosystems occur on different relief and geologic structures.
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Hierarchy of Landscape Mosaics
Section

• Land-surface form
(e.g. plateaus, mountains)

Subsection

• Lithology

Landtype
association

• Geomorphic complex, or unit
(uniform geologic structure
subject to the same
geomorphic processes)

The macroscale ecosystem patterns are determined by climatic zones. At the mesoscale,
climate operated on a number of different kinds of surfaces (landforms) that modify the
climate and break up the broad zonal pattern. We can identify landforms of different
scales to establish a hierarchy of landscapes.
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At the microscale the pattern is controlled by microclimate and ground conditions,
especially moisture availability
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Within a landform there exist slight difference in slope and aspect that modify the
macroclimate to topoclimate … of which there are three classes: normal, hotter than
normal, and colder than normal.
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In differentiating local sites within topoclimates, soil moisture regimes provide the most
significant segregation of the plant communities … a toposequence (or catena) based on
drainage illustrates this.
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So does the prairie vegetation of North Dakota.
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The lithology of the bedrock also affects vegetation patterns. Different kinds of rock
vary in their resistance to erosion, their hydrologic properties, and chemistry. This
affects not only topography, but also soil formation and subsequent moisture content.
This is particularly well illustrated in the semiarid regions with sedimentary rock, such as
the Colorado Plateau. (This banding is called a lithosequence.)
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Topography, even in areas of uniform macroclimate, leads to differences in local climate
and soil moisture conditions.
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The characterization of any area can be demonstrated on a simple grid. The climatic
climax theoretically would occur over the entire region but for topography leading to
different local climates
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These deviations occur in various combination within a region resulting in different types
of sites: (1) zonal such as on well-drained sagebrush terraces in a semiarid climate; (2)
azonal such as riparian forest
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And (3) intrazonal sites occur in any zone on extreme types of soil that override the
climatic effect such as lime-rich black soils
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Here is a specific example of the microscale patterns formed by this process in the
Temperate Continental zone of southern Ontario, Canada. The green = zonal. [Criteria
correspond to families of soils, plant associations]
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Mapped pattern looks like this
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Conclusions
All natural ecosystems are recognized by differences in climatic regime. Regional
ecosystems are areas of homogeneous macroclimate.
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Landform is an important criterion for recognizing smaller divisions within
macroecosystems as it exerts the major control over the climate at meso and micro levels.
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Therefore, the answer to the question of boundary criteria is that climate as modified by
landform offers the logical basis for delineating ecosystems, both large and small.
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Based on the foregoing analysis, mapping criteria may be identified.
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And applied using existing information.
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The Forest Service Ecomap program follows the ideas presented here. However, they
recognize more levels but on the same principles … It has been adopted by the FS as part
of an ecological mapping system to support ecosystem management.
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Boundaries between regions

Boundaries between regions
This scheme of defining ecosystems gives a general picture: however, the boundaries
may be imprecise. For example the 10C isotherm coincides with the northernmost limits
of tree growth; hence, it separates boreal forest from treeless tundra.
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But if you were to go there, you would, of course, not see an abrupt line, but a transitional
zone—trees on favorable sites, muskeg and bog on wetter sites, with tundra on expose
ridges.
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Finally, this has been a cursory look at this complicated topic. A more complete
presentation can be found in …
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